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Welcome to IDMN’s guide to UK-based 
independent dance at the Fringe!

This guide started life with us approaching all 35 UK-based 
independent dance artists and companies involved in this 
year’s Fringe to be included in a promoters’ pack which has 
been sent to over 100 venue programmers, and seeing as 
we had their info and photos already... 

We haven’t yet heard back from all 35 artists and com-
panies, so we’re sharing details of those who responded, 
including trailers where available. Do keep checking back 
as this guide will continue to be updated with more trailers 
and artists!

As there are LOTS of overseas dance companies involved 
in this year’s Fringe, we wanted to highlight the work be-
ing presented by UK-based artists and small companies - 
from artists who are fairly early in their careers to those who 
work and tour internationally, but who continue to work on 
a freelance basis. Some are here for the whole month, and 
some are only showing work for one or two days, so we 
don’t want you to miss out on seeing them. 

As a national network supporting and championing free-
lance dance practitioners, we want to draw your attention 
to the work by these artists so that you can find out more 
about their shows while they’re here - and we hope that 
you’ll have the time to enjoy them. 

Chantal Guevara
Chair, Independent Dance Management Network (IDMN)

admin@idmn.co.uk | www.idmn.co.uk | @idmn_
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Length

Location

Choreographer
Kelly Androna

idmn.link/androna

24 & 25 August
Greenside @ Infirmary St

6.30pm

 
 andronadancetheatre.weebly.com         andronadancetheatre     Androna_Dance

‘I am’ addresses the concept of 
the female body being a site of 
sociocultural projections, using 
dance, movement, physical 
theatre and spoken word. The 
piece contains an experimental 
movement exploration of the 
female body and of the per-
formers’ relationships on stage 
with regards to how the body is 
perceived by society and what 
actually means for the body to 
be a ‘lived’ experience in mod-
ern day life.

‘I am’ explores how the body is 
perceived by society and what 
actually means for the body to 
be a ‘lived’ experience in mod-
ern day life, using dance, move-
ment, physical theatre, poetry 
and spoken word. 

We use movement exploration 
and theatrical experimentation 
to address contemporary soci-
ocultural stereotypes of gender 
and sexuality. 

Androna Dance Theatre
I Am

15 minutes

Manchester

Contact
Kelly Androna
kellyandrona.dmp@outlook.com
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idmn.link/autin (teaser)
idmn.link/autin_trailer

Location
Birmingham

Contact
Kirsten Tranter
kirsten@autindt.com 

Length
45 minutes

Choreographer
Johnny Autin

©
 Rim

antas Vaiciulis
13- 25 August (exc 19th)

Greenside @ Infirmary St
4.15pm

 
autindt.com                 AutinDT             @autindt

Stand-up comedy and poetry 
meets dance theatre
in an outspoken slice of pride, 
hope, activism, and courage

At an open mic poetry night 
toxic ideals and the crisis of 
masculinity are exposed on and 
off stage as the performers line 
up to take their place.

With an all-LGBTQ cast featuring 
a poet and 2 dancers, Queer 
Words is a bold, provocative 
multi-disciplinary performance 
combining comedy, spoken 
word, dance and physical the-
atre. 

Johnny Autin has imagined a 
brutally honest, darkly funny 
and at times controversial show 
for the three exceptional per-
formers. Queer Words tackles 
a culture of violence and inse-
curities with sketches looking 
at personal stories around the 
male perspective, feminism, 
gender inequalities, and homo-
phobia. 

Autin Dance Theatre
Queer Words

Reviews
Highly captivating!’
‘Thought-provoking with mo-
ments of real raw beauty’
Audience member on Queer 
Words previews

Really honest, diverse, powerful 
and memorable. Leaves us want-
ing to talk and open up’
Audience member on AutinDT’s A 
Positive Life
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Location
Rhondda, South Wales

Length
45 minutes

Choreographer
Avant Cymru

Contact
Rachel Pedley 
hello@avant.cymru

1 - 27 August
C Venues C

3.20pm

         
avant.cymru   

       
AvantCymru 

        
@AvantCymru

A Hip Hop dance tale from the 
proud past of the South Wales 
Valleys.

Avant Cymru present a fami-
ly-friendly hip hop dance show, 
inspired by childhood memories 
from the 1970s and 1980s. 

Discover the stories of games 
played on the mountainsides. 
Features music by Welsh hip 
hop musicians, beatboxers and 
rappers, animation created by 
Welsh graffiti artists, hip hop 
art created to accompany the 
bboys and hip hop dancers who 
perform live. 

This is a show for all the family, 
a story for children of all ages.

Avant Cymru
Blue Scar
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idmn.link/claricia

Location
Edinburgh

Contact
Bush Hartshorn 
bush@dancebase.co.uk

Length
30 minutes

Choreographer
Claricia Parinussa

©
 Chris Scott

10 August
Dance Base

12.45pm

   
clariciakr.com 

Claricia Parinussa is an Indo-
nesian-Netherlands movement 
artist, performer and produc-
er; Associate Artist with Dance 
Base, Edinburgh and Project X, 
Glasgow.

Anon [allochtoon] 8 mins 
A series of embodied images form 
the departure point for an ongoing 
research project exploring coercion 
in the Indonesian-Dutch colonial 
relationship.

Untitled (labyrinth) 9 mins
Untitled (labyrinth) forms and re-
forms through each site-responsive 
presentation and representation. It 
seeks to articulate and confront the 
Other, imagining how processes of 
decolonisation can begin with our 
bodies.

Go 7 mins
An embodied listening task, 
shared with the audience, ex-
ploring failure and resilience.

Claricia Parinussa
the sky was pink

Claricia on her work
“I am interested in the ways in 
which our bodies communicate 
with us, and the ways in which 
we communicate with each other 
through the body. In collectively 
re-telling stories, re-presenting 
images, re-imagining identities 
and centring marginalised voices.”
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Choreographer
Coalesce Dance Theatre

Location
Manchester

Length
12 minutes

Contact
coalescedance@gmail.com

 
coalescedancetheatre.com 

   
Coalescedance

   
CoalesceDance

Hereafter consists of a series of 
short, dynamic contemporary 
exchanges that are accompa-
nied by live music. 

These exchanges explore how 
technological advancements 
in modern society are making 
human interactions increasingly 
stark. 

The use of live music incites an 
exploration of our escalating 
disenchantment with reality and 
the subsequent breakdown of 
all natural communications. 

As channels of communication 
breakdown, the line between 
virtual reality and what exists in 
front of us blurs.

20 & 21 August
Greenside @ Infirmary St

6.30pm

Coalesce Dance Theatre
Hereafter
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Location
Edinburgh

Contact
Emma Jayne Park
emma@culturedmongrel.org

Length
24 minutes

Choreographer
Emma Jayne Park

 
culturedmongrel.org 

    
CulturedMongrel

     
culturedmongrel

“I said I’d never make a show 
about having cancer. This is a 
show about having cancer.  

Aged 30, I was diagnosed with 
Hodgkins Lymphoma, a type of 
blood cancer. This is part of the 
story, but It’s Not Over Yet.”

Using movement and text 
Emma Jayne Park invites you to 
share part of her life only those 
closest to her witnessed; a jour-
ney of remembering, evaluating 
our life choices and exploring 
why they even matter. It’s per-
sonal, it’s funny, it’s angry in 
places but above all it’s honest. 
Everyone has a Cancer story, 
this is hers.       
 
Directed by Charlotte Vincent
Commissioned by 2Faced 
Dance Company & The BENCH.

3-12 August (exc 6th)
Dance Base

3.20pm

Cultured Mongrel 
Dance Theatre 
It’s Not Over Yet...

Further Info
Premiered during The OUTLANDS 
Tour (2017) featuring English ven-
ues including The Place, The Lowry 
and Mac Birmingham, performed 
at Dance Live Festival (2017), The 
Scottish Mental Hleath Arts Festival 
(2018) and The Traverse Theatre 
Edinburgh as part of Anatomy 
Finest Cuts (2018). 
 
The performance on 9 August will 
be BSL interpreted. 
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idmn.link/hiraeth_trailer

Location
London

Contact
Shaun Dillon
info@dillondance.co.uk

Length
16 minutes

Choreographer
Shaun Dillon

         
dillondance.co.uk 

      
DILLONDANCE15

       
dillon_dance

                                                     

A homesickness for a home 
to which you cannot return, a 
home which maybe never was; 
the nostalgia, yearning, the 
grief for the lost places of your 
past…”

Hiraeth is an episodic contem-
porary dance that is driven 
by highly physical movement 
sections balanced sensitively 
around a strong and eviseral 
emotional core. Focusing on 
the relationship with his Moth-
er, Shaun takes the audience 
through carefully selected mem-
ories draw a dark & visceral 
picture of his past. 

Smashed plates scatter across 
a section of the floor, shadows 
create imagery of brotherhood 
and conflict, and a monologue 
leaves Shaun vulnerable and 
disorientated. The work is stark, 
brutally honest, taking the 
audience with him with delicate 
and captivating movement that 
leaves you with a sense of hope, 
redemption and catharsis.

23 - 25 August
Greenside @ Infiirmary St

6.30pm

Dillon Dance
Hiraeth
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idmn.link/emotionplus

Location
Edinburgh

Contact
Emma Snellgrove
emma@emotionplus.co

Length
15 minutes

Choreographer
Emma Snellgrove

          
emotionplus.co 

There are moments in life where 
we have faced certain obstacles 
that have caused us to stand 
still, rethink our 

next move or has lead us to 
take a risk. Questioning our ha-
bitual patterns of daily life and 
decision making we 

find ourselves in unfamiliar 
territory. What comes next is a 
consequence of the past.

10 August
Dance Base

12.45pm

Emma Snellgrove & 
Stefania Catarinella
When Time Stood Still
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Location
North Wales

Contact
Oliver James Anwyl
info@flashintheattic.co.uk

Length
Two: 10 minutes
Fixate: 15 minutes

Choreographer
Two: Alex Fairhurst
Fixate: Oliver James Anwyl

 
flashintheattic.co.uk

       
flashatticdanceuk

       
FiTADance

Two
20 & 21 August

A duet devised from a creative 
development process by Alex 
Fairhurst focusing on improvi-
sation between the two dancers 
who traverse through a series of 
moments of play, contact and 
directed phrases. Two provides 
the audience with a playful 
experience with an uplifting 
soundtrack and energy.

Fixate
23-25 August

Fixate is a dance theatre work 
about the constant, compulsive 
crave for validation and accept-
ance. Playing with our fixation 
with what we see, what we do 
not, this work explores our ha-
bitual reliance on acknowledge-
ment and connections to other 
human beings.

20 & 21, 23 - 25 August
Greenside @ Infiirmary St

6.30pm

Flash In The Attic 
Dance Theatre
Fixate & Two
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idmn.link/hackballet

Location
London

Contact
Briar Adams
b.adams@hackballet.com

Length
45 minutes

Choreographer
Briar Adams

         
hackballet.com 

          
HackBallet

           
hackballet

“Elicitations features extracts 
from three poignant works by 
British/Australian choreographer 
Briar Adams. 

The cool and flawless dancers 
evoke the precarious bound-
aries between belonging and 
escape, in an eruption of emo-
tionally charged and gracefully 
articulated contemporary ballet. 

Created for Norte Maar’s Coun-
terPointe Platform, To the Edge 
is a serene exploration of the 
continuous formation and refor-
mation of belonging. 

Argil’s fast-paced, angular 
fluidity rises and falls in a fierce 
feminine manifesto. 

Grace, inspired by Gorecki’s 
Symphony of Sorrowful Songs, 
reverberates with tension as 
curiosity and love struggle for 
air in an atmosphere choked by 
loss and grief. “

3 - 18 August (exc 12th)
Greenside @ Royal Terrace

3pm

Hack Ballet
Elicitations
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idmn.link/hyperion_nyx

Location
Edinburgh

Contact
Andy B
be.andycreative@gmail.com

Length
30 - 40 minutes

Choreographer
Hyperion Nyx

 
etherealandy.com  

      
hyperion.nyx 

        
hyperion_nyx

10 August
Dance Base
12.45pm

18-25 August
3 Broomsticks

6pm

Dis-connected is an immersive 
visual theatre piece that ex-
plores the concept of “emotional 
walls” and how they affect us, 
while taking roots on some of 
the principles of ISTDP (intensive 
short term dynamic psychothe-
raphy). 

Using multi-disciplinary me-
diums, such as dance, spoken 
words, physical theatre and 
visual arts, the piece emerges 
from the artist’s first-hand ex-
perience of emotional walls and 
psychological detachment due 
to emotional and mental pain of 
intense past experiences.

Performed at Dancebase as part 
of the DEBS program

Performed at Scottish Mental 
Health Festival on 21/5/18

Hyperion Nyx
Dis-connected
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idmn.link/jackstinton

Location
Cambridge

Contact
Jack Stinton
jack@jackstintondancecompany.com

Length
30 minutes

Choreographer
Jack Stinton

 jackstintondancecompany.com
   

JackStintonDanceCompany
  

jstintondance

22 - 25 August
Greenside @ Infirmary St

6.30pm

Man up is a personal explora-
tion of the stories and expecta-
tions surrounding the norms of 
behaviour and actions of men in 
society… 

It explores the often-negative 
impact this can have on a man’s 
ability to express emotion, the 
fear of being laughed at or 
somehow emasculated and 
the different ways that this can 
manifest itself. 
 

Jack Stinton Dance 
Company
Man Up
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idmn.link/jayyule

Location
London

Contact
Jay Yule
jay.yule3@gmail.com

Length
8 minutes

Choreographer
Jay Yule

10 August
Dance Base

12.45pm

Sick of being faced with the 
same sorry state of affairs, never 
changing, only getting worse. 

Disappointment. 

Inspired by nonsense poetry of 
Lewis Carroll, dancers morph 
between inhumane objects 
whilst keeping their humanity 
fully intact. Paired with clownish 
costumes, there is a desolate 
feeling of hopelessness. 

The rhythmic structure repeat-
edly builds up tension to the 
point of climax and then falls 
flat. Images are created, hope is 
instilled but as soon as it’s there, 
it’s gone. 

Is this a window to the future 
or a reflection of what’s already 
here?

Jay Yule
Cabbages and Queens
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idmn.link/yukonho

Location
London

Contact
Jennifer Irons
jen@ironincdance.com

Length
25 minutes

Choreographer
Jennifer Irons

©
 G

igi G
ianella

           
jenniferirons.co.uk    

                 
ironincdance

                                         

After storming the premiere at 
Ignition Dance Festival in Lon-
don, Yukon Ho! is making its 
way north…

Yukon Ho! is a stand up com-
edy/dance theatre solo about 
the character and characters of 
the Yukon Territory in Northern 
Canada. Expect to laugh, shout, 
be bear aware, quaff questiona-
ble cocktails and learn all about 
the Land of the Midnight Sun.

Conceived and performed by 
Jennifer Irons...

It is all mostly true.

date & venue tbcJennifer Irons
Yukon Ho! 

Reviews
“…uproarious comic charm with a 
dark undertow (or should that be 
toe)?”
Donald Hutera, Independent 
Dance Writer

“Jennifer Irons is phenomenal!” 
Ignition premiere audience 
 
“In its present succinct form Yu-
kon Ho! is a theatrical gem that 
holds light and dark in an unfath-
omable equilibrium.” 
Nicholas Minns, Writing About 
Dance
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idmn.link/1440

Location
Paisley

Contact
Jennifer Taggart
jenniferscottdance@gmail.com

Length
5 minutes

Choreographer
Jennifer Scott

 
jenniferscottdance.com

               
jenniferscottdance

                       

20 & 21, 24 & 25 August
Greenside @ Infirmary St

6.30pm

1440 tackles the theme of sleep 
disorders focussing on sleep 
deprivation and insomnia and 
the effects this has on the brain 
and body. The dancers went 
through weeks of deliberate 
sleep deprivation in order to 
understand how the effects felt 
first hand and the comparison 
of one person to another.

1440 has been performed at 
The Theatre Royal Glasgow in 
February and the work received 
funding from The Peter Darrell 
Trust.

Jennifer Scott Dance
1440
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idmn.link/odalisques

Location
London

Contact
Briar Adams
b.adams@hackballet.com

Length
50 minutes

Choreographer
Briar Adams

         
lesodalisques.com

     
LesOdalisquesShow

     
lesodalisques

                                                     

“Strike a pose at our gay and 
glamorous Les Odalisques’ 
inaugural gala, a riotous romp 
of lighthearted frivolity and 
hot-headed hijinks on and off 
the stage. 

Sultry starlets Tatiana Diavoletto 
and Bleu Phoenix simper and 
seethe with pent-up frustra-
tion as West End Bares (fourth 
assistant) director Lex Del Fierno 
thwarts their ambitions in his 
pursuit of the show-stealing 
newcomer Beau Angel. 

Gatecrashing the altar of clas-
sical ballet, prepare to be 
wooed ‘into total submission’ 
(@LondonCityNights) as our 
boylesque ballerinas vogue their 
way to a breathless finale. “

14-19 August
Underbelly

8.30pm

Les Odalisques 
Full Throttle
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idmn.link/folklore

Location
Surrey

Contact
Steve Johnstone
steve.offthemap@gmail.com

Length
55 minutes

Choreographer
Steve Johnstone

©
 Chantal G

uevara

        
offthemapdancecompany.com 

  
Off The Map Dance Company

   
offthemap83

                                                      

Folklore entwines three past folk 
stories from across the South 
West to form a new narrative 
using contemporary dance and 
puppetry to show the charac-
ters interaction. Original music 
is composed by Dorset folk-duo 
Ninebarrow bringing the extra 
dimension of colour to each 
scene.

This exciting dance theatre 
production sees the central 
character, Kitty, being controlled 
by her overprotective sister, who 
keeps steering her away from 
the spooky Ooser mask. She is 
drawn in by her fearless curi-
osity and is embraced by the 
mystical creature giving her a 
sense of freedom not offered by 
her sister. However, Kitty keeps 
being interrupted and is broken 
from this playful engaement. 
The frustration builds for Kit-
ty and is forced into deciding 
which path to take. Will she 
follow her heart and embrace 
her true self or do what is right 
in the eyes of her sister?

20 - 25 August
Greenside @ Royal Terrace

3pm

Off The Map 
Dance Company
Folklore
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idmn.link/brocade

Location
Edinburgh

Contact
Roberta Jean
robertajean@live.co.uk

Length
1 hour

Choreographer
Roberta Jean

©
 Em

li Bendixen

       
 robertajean.org     

  
RobertaJeanDance     

  
roberta__jean  

                                                    

Performed by an exceptional 
ensemble of female dancers 
and musicians, Brocade is a 
poetic response to historical and 
contemporary notions of craft 
and physical work. Movement 
and sound are propelled along 
a catwalk and sonic textures 
resonate with the presence of 
women forging alliances.

Somewhere between a proces-
sion and a concert, this medita-
tive performance has the preci-
sion, strength and delicacy of an 
intricate piece of lace.

Brocade has also been present-
ed at Sadler ’s Wells in London, 
Tramway in Glasgow, Nott 
Dance in Nottingham, Universal 
Hall in Findhorn and at Dance-
Live in Aberdeen.

Part of the Made in Scotland 
Showcase, presented by Dance 
Base at Edinburgh City Cham-
bers, a UNESCO World Heritage 
Site. 

13 – 17 August
Edinburgh City Chambers

9pm

Roberta Jean
Brocade
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idmn.link/she

Location
Liverpool

Contact
Sandro Franchini
sfranchini80@gmail.com

Length
10 minutes

Choreographer
Sandro Franchini

This solo dance piece is an 
exploration of gender roles in 
dance through the medium of 
Contemporary Dance, where 
the male performer express 
physical dance qualities some-
times on bare feet, and some-
times on heels shoes.

Are they feminine dance move-
ments on a male body, or per-
haps “just” movements?

Society believe these to be fem-
inine, but can they be perceived 
differently since expressed by a 
man?

Do these movements objectify, 
since expressed in a different 
manner?

The performer needs the scru-
tiny and gaze of the audience 
to discovery this, but his gaze 
could be perhaps the one to 
render the spectator the object.

20 & 21 August
Greenside @ Infirmary St

6.30pm

Sandro Franchini
S(He)
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idmn.link/sardoville
(Article19 feature)

Location
Leeds

Contact
Phil Sanger
artists@sardoville.com

Length
1 hour

Choreographer
Phil Sanger

©
 Brian Slater

        
sardoville.com

                          
sardoville

                                            

For Only An Hour is a queer 
manifesto told through dance, 
song, spoken word and perfor-
mance art. 

It speaks of the urge to sur-
vive through many coming out 
stories. Danced to a hilarious 
soundtrack of Bette Midler, An-
gela Lansbury and Delia Smith 
this work is a pseudo-glamour-
ous romp through pop culture 
and childhood dreams. 

It demands a ruthless vulnera-
bility of the performer but the 
work is supported by a haunt-
ing music offering by Donna 
McKevitt, glittering queer gar-
ments by Andrew Walker and 
artistic mentoring by Wendy 
Houstoun.

Previous performances include 
Dance City (Newcastle), Live Art 
Bistro and Seven Arts (Leeds), 

11 August
Dance Base

12.45pm

Sardoville
For Only An Hour 
(extract)

Audience feedback
“I left the theatre feeling a better 
person for the experience.”

“A superb performance and enor-
mously enjoyable.”

“I was bowled-over by the physi-
cality,fitness, stamina and beauty”

“Brilliantly Conceived and Superb 
in entertainment value.”
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idmn.link/confessions

Location
Birmingham

Contact
Ginnie Wollaston
ginnie@movingsouls.dance

Length
1 hour

Choreographer
Shane Shambhu

        
shaneshambhu.com

   
ShaneShambhuCreator

   
shaneshambhu

                                                  

In Confessions of a Cockney 
Temple Dancer, Shane Shamb-
hu (Complicité Associate) offers 
a funny, honest and engaging 
bilingual solo with an acclaimed 
team of collaborators. 

Reflecting on his personal 
journey of growing up in East 
London and learning and per-
forming Indian dance in the UK, 
Shane plays with the ways in 
which race, language, identity 
and culture have defined him. 

You’ll laugh out loud as he 
practises his dance and imagi-
nes himself as ‘Shane the Hero’ 
behind a brick wall in the school 
playground.

 

22 - 26 August
Dance Base

7.45pm

Shane Shambhu
Confessions of a Cockney 
Temple Dancer

Reviews
“Shane Shambhu’s show is a tour 
de force, and something very un-
usual...a journey of some cultural 
significance and very unexpected-
ly funny.” AsianCultureVulture.com

‘It was excellent, compelling, 
beautifully choreographed from 
the heart; couldn’t fault it; danced 
from his soul, created living char-
acters, totally integrated with mu-
sic and video’ Audience member
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idmn.link/tessletham

Location
Edinburgh

Contact
Tess Letham
tessletham@gmail.com

Length
30 minutes

Choreographer
Tess Letham

 
TessLethamDance

Blending bold imagery and dy-
namic movement, Tess Letham 
takes a journey through a col-
lection of oddly humorous, trag-
ic and alluring scenes derived 
from momentous life events. 
This is a powerful, captivating 
and harrowing account of how 
to react when everything is 
crumbling around you. 

A distorted tale of human fra-
gility and the anxious search for 
identity when faced with vast 
uncertainties in life. The des-
perate struggle to try to cling 
to some rationalisation through 
the loss of major relationships, 
the wavering complexity of love 
and grave concern for what the 
future holds.

Tess Letham will lead you 
through an array of tangled 
pathways set to a distinctive 
soundtrack, seamlessly trans-
forming herself through mag-
netic and vulnerable characters.

3 - 12 August (exc 6th)
Dance Base

3.20pm

Tess Letham
How To Survive The Future
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idmn.link/trashdollys

Location
Bristol

Contact
Sam Amos
sam@trashdollys.com

Length
50 minutes

Choreographer
Sam Amos

         
trashdollys.com

            
trashdollys

           
trashdollysdt

                                              

Sam Amos (TrashDollys) ex-
plores solitude and man’s 
inability to articulate emotion 
in 5 Days of Falling. This one-
man show blends breathtaking 
physicality with words and music 
to magnify the final stages of a 
young man’s journey through 
isolation. Highlighting the ev-
er-growing crisis of male suicide, 
5 Days of Falling aims to inspire 
dialogue on the importance of 
communication.

5 Days of Falling was support-
ed by Bristol Council and Arts 
Council England. 

The work was developed 
through residencies at the Trinity 
Centre, DanceEast, DanceCity 
and Pavilion Dance South West.

19 - 26 August
Zoo Charteris

3.40pm

TrashDollys
5 Days of Falling
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idmn.link/dep

Location
London

Contact
Pierre Palluet
pierrepalluet@damvanhuynh.com

Length
55 minutes

Choreographer
Dam Van Huynh

©
 Pari N

aderi          

         
damvanhuynh.com 

   
VanHuynhCompany

    
vanhuynhco

                                                     

Đẹp is the Vietnamese word for 
beautiful. With his latest dance 
work, Dam Van Huynh explores 
influences from his South East 
Asian heritage. In Vietnamese 
culture, death is also a form of 
rebirth. When a person dies, 
the family and community 
enact rituals that will enable the 
deceased to pass into another 
realm, a higher state of being.

The work sees a shift in Van 
Huynh’s movement language 
as it delves ever deeper into 
the nature of the human con-
dition. The dancers in ĐẸP are 
nude for a purpose. Fragile and 
vulnerable, their nudity literally 
strips them bare. Disrobed, free 
of distraction, their movement 
begins at the point where the 
mind transcends the physical 
self. Amplified and tracked by 
Martyna Poznanska’s numinous 
score, the movement in ĐẸP 
invites the audience to let go, 
reaching ever closer to the feel-
ing of being alive.

3 - 18 August (exc 8/15th)
Zoo Southside

4.45pm

Van Huynh Company
Dep

Review
“Pina Bausch meets Bill Vio-
la, then along comes Dam Van 
Huynh. An intense, beautiful and 
profound work once seen never 
forgotten.” 
- Eighteen London
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14 - 26 August (exc 20th)
Summerhall

7.20pm

idmn.link/void

Location
Glasgow

Contact
Jill Smith
weareferal@outlook.com

Length
45minutes

Choreographer
Mele Broomes

VOID reimagines JG Ballard’s 
cult novel Concrete Island 
through the lens of a black 
female protagonist - staged as a 
meshing of experimental dance 
and abstract glitch video land-
scapes.  

Blending typically Ballardian 
themes of liminal spaces and 
urban paranoia with contempo-
rary theories from radical identi-
ty studies, Mele Broomes per-
forms risk taking choreography 
to the backdrop of an industrial 
soundscape.

V/DA and MHz presents
VOID
In association with Feral

©
 Jack W

rigley

Reviews
**** “VOID assails you, unnerves 
you on many levels with Broomes 
at the heart of the risk-taking” 
The Herald

**** “Spiky show of arms and legs, 
draped with video projections both 
powerful and desperate” The Skinny

“VOID has never been more timely. 
The combined talents of this trio 
have created a twitchy, compelling 
and dark look at Ballardian themes 
which time and again have been 
proved worryingly prescient.”  
Tempohouse



Also showing work at Edinburgh Fringe
Here is a selection of the other shows by independent artists

at Edinburgh Fringe

Crystal Zillwood - evolutio
part of Innovations Platform

Distinction
Zoo Southside

Evolutio is a 15 minute solo which 
zooms out and looks at a distant our 
history and considers where we humans 
are right now and were we are poten-
tially headed.

“Simply captivating and wonderful” .. 
Alistair Spalding. Artistic Director and 
Chief Executive Sadler ’s Wells.

“Zillwood conjures worlds out of thin 
air” .. Donlad Hutera, The Times.

22 & 23 August

Distinction is a showcase of Mid-
lands-based dance artists, curated by 
the Midlands dance development agen-
cies, DanceXchange and Dance4. 

We’ve emailed them several times 
requesting further details, as none are 
available online... watch this space!

19 - 27 August

©
 D

anilo M
oroni

©
 Chantal G

uevara
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Janis Claxton - POP-Up Duets
National Museum of Scotland

Limosani Projekts and Al Seed 
Productions - The Spinners
Dance Base

Janis Claxton Dance returns with this 
award-winning 2016 Fringe hit. Janis 
Claxton and composer Pippa Mur-
phy have joined forces with a team of 
world-class dancers for a series of short, 
site-specific performances choreo-
graphed specifically for public spaces.

Based around the theme of love, the 
duets will pop up throughout the 
museum this August. The work makes 
a comeback to the National Museum of 
Scotland following an international tour 
to leading arts festivals.

15 - 19, 22 - 26 August

In an exhilarating journey into myth 
and imagination, The Spinners tells the 
story of the Moirai – the Fates of Greek 
mythology.

As the Fates spin, measure and cut the 
thread of life, this emotionally charged 
dance theatre performance ques-
tions life, death and our perceptions 
of choice. Through stunning imagery, 
this work is a fiercely dynamic piece, 
delivered with relentless intensity and 
athleticism.

Part of the Made in Scotland Showcase. 
3 - 19 August (excl 6th & 13th)
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dancebase.co.uk

10  & 11 August
Dance Base

12.45pm

Heads Up is Dance Base’s an-
nual Edinburgh Fringe show-
case, featuring new work and 
extracts of longer works. 

An eclectic pick-and-mix treat 
of great new dance and styles 
curated with you, the hungry 
Fringe audience, in mind.

Two days, two separate pro-
grammes of totally new work 
from invited artists, offering 
high-quality dance diversions 
that show off fresh ideas and 
creations hot from the studio. 
You may even see an exclusive 
teaser for a future festival show. 
Heads Up is the perfect ticket to 
experience the excitement and 
randomness of the Fringe in 
one affordable dance showcase.

A veritable Fringe grab bag 
for anyone on the lookout for 
something new and exciting! 
 

Heads Up

Featured Artists

10 Aug  |  12.45
Claricia Kruithof (Dance Base Associate 
Artist)
Emma Snellgrove & Stefania Catarinella
Hyperion Nyx
Jay Yule
Jonathan Burnett

11 Aug  |  12.45
Lewis Normand
Pirita Tuisku
Sardoville
The Yonis

Contact
Bush Hartshorn 
bush@dancebase.co.uk
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innovationsdanceplatform.co.uk
                                                      

Innovations was created with 
the ambition of championing 
creative innovation within the 
field of contemporary dance. 
Opening doors for dance artists 
and companies at all stages in 
their career to reach out and 
present their work to new audi-
ences.  

A diverse range of artists have 
been part of Innovations events 
since its creation in 2014. In-
novations has held platforms 
in the city of Chester annually 
and in 2018 will present its first 
Edinburgh Fringe Festival event 
giving artists the opportunity to 
present their work in the heart 
of the biggest cultural and arts 
festival on the planet. 

Edinburgh Fringe 2018:
This year, Innovations presents a 
week-long series of micro-plat-
forms, each presenting a range 
of short contemporary dance 
works by professional practition-
ers and companies.

20 - 25 August
Greenside @ Infirmary St

6.30pm

Innovations 
Contemporary Dance 
Platform

Featured artists include: 
Androna Dance Theatre (Manchester)
Coalesce Dance Theatre (Manchester) 
Crystal Zillwood (UK) 
Flash in the Attic Dance Theatre 
(Wales)
Fuelled Dance Theatre (Leicester)
Jack Stinton Dance Company (Cam-
bridgeshire)
Jennifer Scott Dance (Glasgow) 
Sandro Franchini (UK & Italy) 
Dillon Dance (London) 
Unearthed Dance Company (Edin-
burgh) 

Contact
Oliver James Anwyl   
dancehorizonsevents@outlook.com



About IDMN

Founded in 2002, IDMN is a national peer network for free-
lance dance producers, practitioners and artists. 

We offer professional development, training, advice sessions, 
networking and more for freelancers and small companies 
across the performing arts and across the UK. 

We seek to redefine our role in the current industry through de-
veloping our presence nationally and connecting our members 
across the UK; through advocacy; through promoting collab-
orative working and engagement; and also through interven-
tions to promote and support independent dance producers 
and artists, such as this guide to advocate for independenr 
dance at the Fringe, and the accompanying promoters’ pack, 
to assist artists at Edinburgh Fringe to connect with program-
mers and interest them in their work. 

 
admin@idmn.co.uk

 
idmn.co.uk 
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